Guitar Training Add-On 1
(titles slightly changed due to copyright reasons)

Contents:
- All of myself - chord arrangement in the style of "All of me"
- Days of Beer and Roses (as played by Wes Montgomery) - in the style of "Days of Wine and Roses"
- Eddie Freeloader (easy blues voicings) - in the style of "Freddie Freeloader"
- Now insensitive - easy chord arrangement - in the style of "How insensitive"
- Radiation - easy chord arrangement in the style of "Meditation"
- Rhythm Changes in F - easy voicings
- Song for my mother - chord arrangement in the style of "Song for my father"
- Voicings for turnaround progressions - Joe Pass style
- Walking Bass Lines in Bb
- Walking Bass Blues in F
- Grave - chord arrangement in the style of "Wave"
- Why didn’t I choose you - chord arrangement in the style of Kenny Burrell